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Abstract
Magnus’ expansion approximates the solution of a linear, nonconstant-coefficient sys­
tem of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) as the exponential of an infinite series 
of integrals of commutators of the matrix-valued coefficient function. It generalizes a 
standard technique for solving first-order, scalar, linear ODEs. However, much about 
the convergence of Magnus’ expansion and its efficient computation is not known.
This thesis describes in detail the derivation of Magnus’ expansion and reviews 
Iserles’ ordering for efficient calculation. Convergence of the expansion is explored and 
known convergence estimates are applied. Finally, Magnus’ expansion is applied to 
several numerical examples, keeping track of convergence as it depends on parameters. 
These examples demonstrate the failure of current convergence estimates to correctly 
account for the degree of commutativity of the matrix-valued coefficient function.
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11 Introduction
In various engineering and physics applications, often a system of coupled ordinary 
differential equations arises when attempting to model the physical system being 
studied. Numerous techniques and methods have been used to find solutions, whether 
they are analytic or numerical. Examples include finding an integrating factor to 
create an exact differential; Runge-Kutta numerical methods for computing a solution; 
and Picard iteration for an approximate analytical solution.
Recently, an alternative method for numerical computation based on an approxi­
mate analytical solution has been proposed [1], [18]. This method’s inspiration dates 
to the work done by Wilhelm Magnus in the 50’s.
Using this method, we examine the possibility for finding and approximating a 
fundamental solution for a general linear differential equation
DtY (t) +  A(t)Y(t)=0,Y(t0) = Y 0 (1.1)
where A(t) is a matrix-valued function, entry-wise continuous in the variable f, and 
Y (t) is a matrix-valued function of t with each entry continuous.
We are principally concerned with the analytical aspects of what’s known as Mag­
nus’ expansion. Much recent work has been concerned with the numerical aspects of 
Magnus’ expansion. We diverge from the work of [1] who develop a time-stepping 
numerical algorithm for solution to certain systems of ODEs. Instead, we address the 
limits of ’long-time’ use of Magnus’ expansion. While the numerical implementation 
of Magnus’ expansion is quite powerful, the analytical foundations for implementing 
the numerical algorithm are far from being well established. We will find analytical 
approximations enm to the solution of (1.1) (Magnus’ expansion), for which we want 
to answer four important questions. These questions are:
1. For what values of t does Dm(t) converge to fl(t) as —> oo?
2. If Dm(t) converges, how close is Clm(t) to ft(t) for a given m?
3. For what values of t is en^  =  $(t), the fundamental solution to (1.1)?
4. Exactly how close is e^m{t) to 4>(t) for a given m?
This thesis provides approximate answers to these questions in several examples; 
furthermore, this thesis develops the minimum theoretical framework necessary to 
attack these questions.
N otation. For this paper, let Mn denote x matrices with complex entries. 
We use the notation Dt for as well as " for  Jpr- We will use m ,n ,k ,p ,q  for 
natural numbers N, and A, B, Q, W, X , Y  for elements of We use [A, B] as the
Lie commutator of A, BG Mn, defined by [A, B] =  AB  — BA.
1.1 M otivation: Systems Arising from  M achining A pplications
Suppose one wants to find an approximation to the system of delay-differential 
equations (DDE’s), with I fixed delays Tj > 0,
i
Dtx  ( t) +  A (t) x( t) +  Bj ( ) (t Tj) =  0 (1.2)
j=
where x  (t) G Mn and A, Bj are continuous ” n x matrix functions” of time >  0. 
Specifically, for systems of equations derived from models of machining processes, the 
functions A  and Bj are periodic functions of time, due to the nature of machining 
[27].
To solve this DDE, we first consider finding the fundamental solution to the ho­
mogeneous first order linear differential equation
Dtx (t) +  A (t) x(f) =  0 (1.3)
If we find a fundamental solution $ ( t) to (1.3) with $ (to) =  I, then (1.2) can be 
solved by a ” variation-of-parameters” [8] method; yielding a solution
x  (t) =  4> (t) x  (t0) +  f $ (t) (s) Bj ( ) (s — Tj) ds (1.4)
j=o ^to
2
3For the equations appearing in machining applications, the coefficients are periodic 
functions A (t) and Bj (t), with T  such that (t) =  +  t) and Bj ( ) =  Bj (T + 1)
for all j .From Floquet theory, in the ODE case (Bj =  0 for all it can be shown 
that the solution $  ( t) is stable if at the end of the principal period T, <3?(T) =  eAT, 
then the real parts of the eigenvalues of A are all negative. Finding O(t), stability is 
determined by the eigenvalues of Q(t) having real part < 0, in contrast to stability 
determined from the eigenvalues of having magnitude < 1.
In order to determine stability for the general DDE case (1.2), the goal is to 
compute a reasonably accurate approximation of $  ( ). If we can find ( ) ,  such 
that $  (i) =  in some neighborhood of to, then we can determine the stability of 
the DDE by finding the eigenvalues of Cl(t), giving us stability for 4>(t) in (1.4). This 
is the main motivation for finding a fundamental solution of the form e .
1.2 G eom etric Integration
Traditional numerical analysis approaches a differential equation with the idea 
that the derivative of a function is a local phenomenon. That is, for the differential 
equation
Dtf  ( t) =g(t, f  ( t ) ) , (0) =  / 0 (1.5)
we approximate
Dtf  ( t) «  Dctz ( /,  h, f 0)
with Dctz ( / ,  h, fo) some discretization of Dtf  at /o using /  and a step size of h in 
t. Then, through a careful selection of step size and discretization, the solution is 
(hopefully) accurate at some predefined level.
While traditional numerical analysis techniques succeed in producing small error 
for each step, the approach of geometric integration suggests better approximations 
for larger time scales. The approach of geometric integration to the differential equa­
tion (1.5) is to identify some global property of /  ( ), such as some constraint on the 
problem like a conserved quantity (energy, momentum, etc...) or some other intrinsic 
property. Then, using the global property as a guide, devise some numerical scheme 
which minimizes the error while preserving this global property.
The geometric integration technique of Lie-group methods, of which Magnus’ ex­
pansion is one, takes advantage of the symmetries of (1.5) [18]. Let’s consider an 
ODE which evolves on the unit circle (the Lie group S1). An example would be where 
Dtr =  0 and Dt6 =  f  (t, 9) with (r, 6) the polar coordinates of S1, for instance in the
concrete example of a pendulum. Notice that the differential equation is described 
nicely in polar coordinates (only a simple scalar equation needs to be solved), while in 
euclidean coordinates ( x, y) we have a pair of nonlinear coupled differential equations 
with an additional constraint. Consider the numerical scheme applied to the differen­
tial equations in euclidean coordinates. With a standard numerical scheme, we would 
propagate errors in both the x and the y directions, not necessarily remaining within 
the constraint that x2 +  y2 = 1.
But suppose instead that we had applied a numerical scheme to the differential 
equation in polar coordinates. With this approach, any error of the solution would 
only be in the 6 coordinate and there would be no error in the r coordinate, since 
it’s change for any (realistic) scheme would remain 0. In this way, the solution to the 
differential equation could satisfy the constraint of remaining on the unit circle. The 
geometry of the numerical solution remains consistent with any analytical solution 
for 9.
The significance of the Lie theory is that the .symmetries of an ODE are usually 
described by a Lie group, a manifold. No matter how nonlinear the manifold, its 
tangent space (at the algebraic identity, the Lie algebra) is a linear vector space. For 
Magnus’ expansion, the main idea is the analytic approximation of the solution to 
a linear, first order ODE can be most easily done by. first finding a solution to the 
associated ODE in the tangent space, then analytically approximating the solution
4
to the original ODE through the use of the exponential map (the map that takes the 
Lie algebra to the Lie group).
5
2 General Theory o f  Ordinary Differential Equationss
6
A general system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is
DtY(t) +  f(Y (t),t) =  0(2.1)
where Y (t)G R" is a vector-valued function of t. In this thesis we deal primarily 
with linear systems (1.1) and their fundamental solutions. The fundamental solution 
has the properties: l)<f>(f) is an n x n matrix-valued function of time, 2 =
A (t) $  (f) and 3)$ (to) =  I, the n x n  matrix identity, yet we are also concerned with 
non-linear systems given by (2.1).
2.1 Existence and Uniqueness o f  Solutions 
First Order Linear Scalar ODEs
Consider the simple linear scalar homogeneous ordinary differential equation
Dty(t) +  a(t)y) =  0 with ) =  c0. (2.2)
The solution of (2.2) on the interval [to,t/) is given by the function
y ( t ) =  coe-  A o (2.3)
This solution can be found by 1) the method of finding an integrating factor so that
(2.2) is reduced to the derivative of a constant (easily integrated), or by 2) moving 
Dty(t) to the other side of the equation, then integrating with respect to dt.
A single, first order linear scalar ODE is fairly simple and doesn’t account for the 
differential equations that arise in most situations. Many other possibilities exist and 
are encountered quite frequently; for instance, nth order ODEs, coupled systems, etc... 
Countless examples of second order scalar equations occur naturally in the application 
of Newton’s laws of motion, and higher order coupled systems occur when studying 
the Hamiltonian of a system.
Nth Order Linear Scalar ODEs
Consider now the nth order linear scalar homogeneous ordinary differential equa­
tion
D^y{t) + p (t)D [n~1')y(t) +  ... +  +  =  0
with initial conditions
y{to) =  co,y(tQ) =  c i ,..., c„_i where R
(2.4)
(2.5)
In this case, the solution isn’t found as easily as the first order scalar equation (2.2). 
Finding an integrating factor is, for nearly all cases, impossible to find analytically.
Proposition  1 Equation (2 .4)is equivalent to a matrix formulation of equation
(2.2). The equivalence is if y(t)is a solution of (2.4), then the vector ) =  
(y(t), Dty(t),..., D[n~^y(tj^ of derivatives o fy (t), is a solution of (1.1), where
A (t)—
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0 1 
V ~ ° ( i )
and Y  (to) =  (y(t0), Dty(t0),..., £>t(n 1}y(i0))
/
0 0
• ~n(t) - p(t)
The question of existence of solutions for first and nth order linear ODEs is an­
swered through an application of the following theorem,
Theorem  2 (Linear Existence and Uniqueness) LetA(t) be a matrix-valued func­
tion of t, with each entry a continuous function on (U,tf). There exists a unique 
solution of the initial value problem (1.1) on (£;,£/).
One proof of this theorem is by Picard iteration. See section 3.
We will be interested in a particular nonlinear ODE as well, namely Hausdorff Js 
equation (4.2) for fl(£). The right side of equation (4.2) is reasonably well-behaved, 
and the general existence and uniqueness theorem [5] could perhaps be applied to
give short-time existence. However, the existence of <f>(f) =  enW is not in doubt 
as 4>(f) solves the linear equation (3.1). The issue of existence and uniqueness is 
unimportant relative to the construction of approximations to fl(t), and thus to <b(t). 
One construction, Magnus’ expansion, is the topic of this thesis.
Systems o f  ODEs
So, how does one find a solution for (2.4); or, more generally, (1.1)? If A(t) is 
a constant matrix-valued function, e.g. A(t) =  Vi G then we can find an 
integrating factor /i =  e- f t0Aodt =  e-A0(t-t0) such that
t-iDfY (t) +  ixAqY  ( t) =  Dt (/jY  ( )) =  0 
=* Y(t) =  e~Aot ( e ^ Y o )  (2.6)
is a solution to equation (1.1).
Now, if A(t) is not a constant matrix, we run into difficulties. At time t =  ij, 
A (t i )Y  (ii) is in the tangent space of the curve Y (t) at tx and at time 
A (^ 2) Y  (^ 2) is in the tangent space of the curve Y  (t) at tz- By being in the tangent 
space, we can see that A ( t\) and A (t2) contain some information about the ’direction’ 
the curve Y  is evolving. So if we start at point Y§ and follow along with the motion 
of A (ti) Y  (ti) , then follow the motion of A (t2) Y  (t2) , we end up at, say, point Y12. 
Suppose also that we start at point Y0 and follow the motion of A  (t2) Y  (t2) , then 
follow the motion of A (N) Y (tj.) a small distance, and we end up at point Y21. If 
Y21 7^  Yu, then the motion prescribed by A (t) doesn’t allow us to simply integrate 
along A  ( t) and then exponentiate for a solution.
It turns out that the question regarding the exponentiation of the integral of A (t) 
as a solution of (1.1) becomes ’’ does A(£)A(£) =  A(£)A(£)?”
8
9D efinition 3 A square matrix valued fuctionof time A (t) is commutative if and only 
if A(£)j4(£) =  j4(£).<4(£) for all £,£. Likewise, we refer to A (t) as noncommutative
if A(€)MC) +  A(C)i4(f) for some £, £.
Proposition  4 If A (£ )A (0  =  A(£)A(£)for all € R, then
Y (t) =  Y (t0) e - J'*oA® di(2.7)
with Y(to) the vector of initial conditions solves (1.1).
P roof. The proof, based on Magnus’ expansion, is deferred until appendix C. ■ 
The following is an easy-to-prove sufficient condition for commutativity.
Lem m a 5 A matrix function of time A (t) e  Rnxn is commutative iff all eigenvectors 
of A {t) are constant, independent o ft.
Proof. 4=) Suppose all eigenvectors of an matrix function of t, are
constant, independent of t. Let u E l "  and let A (t) , ej be the eigenvalues
and normalized eigenvectors respectively, of A (t) . Then we have
m
A (x )A {y )v  =  A (x) cjXj (y) eP
j=1
m
=  Y 2  Xi (^ )ej
3= 1
m
=  A 
3= 1
=  A{y)A {x)v
=») Suppose A (x)A (y) =  A {y)A {x). Take ^  0 such that A (x)ex =  Xxex.
Now,
A{x) ( A (y)ex) =  A (y)A (x)ex Xx ( )
which means that A(y)ex is a scalar multiple of a nonzero eigenvector of A(x). In 
particular, A(y)ex =  Ci(x,y)e'x, for e'x a nonzero eigenvector of A(x) and ci(x, y) a 
scalar function of x and y. By the same process,
A{y)ex =  d (x,y)e'x
A {y)e'x =  c2(x,y)e"
So, there is a k < msuch that 4^fc(y)ex =  cx(x, y)c2(x, y) ■ ■■ck(x ,y )ex =
This means that ex is an eigenvector of Ak(y)
ex =  s{x)ey
where ey is some eigenvector of Ak(y). But the left side of ^  =  ey is dependent only 
on x and the right side is dependent only on y, so that ^  and ey must be constant, 
independent of the variables x, y. Thus, the eigenvectors of A  must be constant. ■ 
What if A(t) is noncommutative? Do we have hope for constructing a solution? 
One method of solution is Picard iteration as discussed in section 3.
2.2 Fundamental Solutions
By the general existence and uniqueness theorem 2, we know that there exists a 
unique Y(t) which solves equation (1.1).
Definition 6 A spanning set of solution vectors on (U,tf) c  R the linear homo­
geneous differential equation (11) is called a fundamental set if the solution vectors 
are linearly independent for all t £ (fj, t /).
Definition 7 A matrix-valued function $  : (U ,tf) —> RnXn is a fundamental solution 
if the columns of d* (t) form a fundamental set.
1 0
That is, if { ^ 0 0 } ^  forms a fundamental set, then we can create a fundamen­
tal solution $(£) on associated with the differential equation (1.1) by taking
column p of $(£) to be <f>p(t).
The importance of finding a fundamental solution is that every solution to (1.1) 
can be written as a linear combination of the columns of $(£). In particular, the 
solution to (1.1) with initial condition Y0 is
11
3 Classical M ethods for Approxim ating a Fundamental Solution
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Much of numerical analysis focuses on approximating the solution to a given 
differential equation. Methods include Euler’s method, Taylor series methods, and
proximate the fundamental solution using a numerical method, since a closed form
We will suppose A ( t) is bounded and integrable.
In the following, we discuss Picard iteration of ODEs. Note that finite Picard 
iteration is used later in this thesis to provide an approximation for a given differential 
equation.
3.1 P icard Iteration
Picard iteration is the integral analogue of Taylor expansion.
Consider equation (3.1). If we integrate Dt$(rj) with respect to rj from to 
using the fundamental theorem of calculus we get
Assuming that A (t) is integrable, we can start an iterative scheme with the (relatively 
poor) approximation that <bo(t) =  I  so that
predictor-corrector methods as well as Picard iteration. It is often necessary to ap-
analytic solution may not always be possible to find. We restrict our attention here 
to the linear case
+  A(t)<&(t) =  0 $(*<>) =  I (3.1)
This gives us an integral formulation for the ODE (3.1):
(3.2)
Continuing on we get
13
$ p(t) =  I  +  [A(rj)$(p^i)(r))dri (3.3)
Jto
=  1 +  f  A {.V p -i)drlp -i  +  j  A {r ]x) f  M v P~2) dy P- 2dV p -i  +
Jto Jto Jto
ft Hr-l p i
•••+ /  MVp-1) /  MVp-2) -  /
Jto Jto Jto'
This sequence of iterations of $p(£) converges to the fundamental solution $(£). 
Let ||i4(t)|| = a  and estimate
A(n.\ I A(m A  r  A (n^ rln^ rlr)^  dm -
r !' f tp -1  rvi
/  A (yp) /  A (vp- 1  )••• /
J to J to J to
< [  \\A (v P)\\ I\\A ( V p -i) | | - /  P (% )ll*7o*7i--A p
Jto Jto Jto Jto ■ p!
So that
||$p(i) -  4>fe(f)|| <  0 (3.4)
r~k
provided a(t — to) <  00, as p, k—>oo. That is, {<bp (t)} is Cauchy in the ||-|| norm, so 
$  ( t) =  lim 4>p (f) and also
p—>00
(3.5)
r=k
We see that 4*fc(t) —> 4>(t) pointwise and in norm. Actually, we have uniform conver­
gence for t in any fixed neighborhood of t0.
The general existence and uniqueness theorems can be proven using Picard itera­
tion as a constructive method. See [5]
In the case of A(t) a constant matrix, i.e. A(t) =  A, Picard iteration gives us 
®i(t) =  I + f  A$(0)(v)dy =  I  +  A ( t - t 0)
Jto
$2 (t) =  I  +  J  A(7 +  A(77 — to)) drj I  +  A (t — to)4 —- — —
* ,(t )  =  i + A ( t - t 0) +  A 2 {t - t° )2 + ...  +  — ( i ;  to)‘ l =  
f^c=0
which in the limit as p —> 00 we get $(£) =  ^he correct solution.
15
4 H ausdorff’s Equation
Motivated by the scalar case (2.2) with fundamental solution (f>(t) =  e W> ?
we seek to find an fl ( t ) , such that the fundamental solution to (3.1) is $  (t) =  en(A  
We follow the footsteps of Hausdorff, finding an expression for (t) in terms of A (t) 
from (3.1).
4.1 Derivation o f  H ausdorff’s Equation for Dt<f> =  .4$.
Consider equation (3.1) and assume $  (t) =  for fl (t) G Mn. Note Vt (t0) =  0 . 
From now on we suppress the ” f” : fl =  fl (£), etc...
Since $(to) =  I  and $ is continuous, $ is invertible in a neighborhood of f =  to> 
and $~1 =  e~n, (3.1) is algebraically equivalent to the equation
(A e n) =  A (4.1a)
OO m
Since en =  ]T) ^r, and A (Qm) =  Q® 1 (A ^ )  (4.1a) becomes
9=1
A =  (A e n) e n
Switching the order of the m and q sums and letting we have
'( _ ! ) * - »  ioo oo n
A -  E E E  ^ i S r w ) « s- }
n=l k=n 0—1 \ v y y
oo oo n [
=  E E E
n=l k=n <7=1 \ Jfc!
(
\
{ft9-1 (A f l )
oo oo n
=  E E E h - 1)” ^ !  * | {n « - , (A n )n * - « }
n=l k=n <7=1 n
We want to switch the order of summation between k and n in order to reduce to a 
simpler expression for A. The easiest way to see this is to draw a picture:
17
n =  k
Note that originally, k £ {n , . . . ,  00} , and n £ { 1, . . . ,  00}. In the second picture, 
n£ { 1, . . . ,  k}, and k£ { 1, . . . ,  00} and we still cover all the same lattice points. So,
^ -  tE E  f £ i r  • {- = f  (  k)  { n - 1 (A n )a * -* }
fc=i n=i ?=i \ y n J
Next we want to also swap summation over indices q and n. Using the same idea, 
but for finite sets of indices, we change the order of summation from £ { 1, . . .  ,n }, 
n £ { 1 , . . . ,  k}to q£ { 1, . . . ,  k}, n£ {q , ..., A;}, so that the expression for A becomes
k= 1
Lem m a 8 Let p ,q E N . Then £  ( - l ) r ( 9 ) =  ( - l ) p 1 Q 1
1
Q
E
r=p
P roof. See [25]. ■
Note that ( DtLi) does not depend on n, and (4.1b) becomes
by the lemma. Upon re-indexing both sums,
<4, )
Definition 9 Fix X  G Mn. The map adx : Mn —► Mn is defined by 
X Y  — Y X — [X ,Y ]fo r  Y  G Mn. This is extended recursively: adFx  (Y) X  ■
adf-1 (Y) -  adFx1 GO * X  =  [X, adF^ 1 (Y)], for Y e  Mn and ad°x  (y) =
Lem m a 10 VX, Y  G Mn ,Vp G N ,
a&x OO =  E  ( - 1)9 ( P)
5 = 0
P roof. By induction. First, adPx  (Y) =  Y,(Y) =  -  [Y,X) =  [X,Y\. Second, 
suppose adF^1 (Y) =  E  ( - 1)9 p " 1) {X p- l~qY X q}  holds. Then,
5 = 0
adpx  (Y) =  (-1) | ( E  ( -1)9 (P ~ (-1)9 ^  ^  { x r - ' - 'Y X * } ^  |
= (-1)9 (p ~ {*p~9^ *9}^  - ( e  (-1)9 (p ~x) {*P-1-9E*9+1})
= (E  (-1)9 (P ” X) {*p-?EX^ -  (E  (-1)9-1 (g 1 1) {*P“?™*}')
= X PY +  (-1)9 ( P ~ + ( E ( - 1)9 (P1 1) {*p~9^ 9}^  + (~1)PY X p
= X PY  +  (-1)9 { (P ~ ^  + (j I }) } {*P~9EX9}^  + (~l)p Y X p
= X pY  +  (-1)9 ( ^ j  { X P - t Y X 11}^  +  (-l)p Y X p
= E ^ 1)9 (*) { X P - i Y X * }
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Note that adFx  is linear: adFx  (aY  +  (3Z) — E  (—l )p+9 (p) (aY  +  ) X q} =
otadFx  (Y) +  /3adFx  (X ) .
9=0
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Notice that since ad\ ( B) =  — ad}B(j4),
q=0
=  ( - i ) pJ ^ ( - i )p~9 ^  { x p- « y x 9} 
g=0 W '
= (-l)p^ ( - l ) 9 Q  {X
Our expression for A from (4.2) is then
^ ■ | ( W )  (4-3)
Lem m a 11 Let X  e Mn , such that ||X|| oo. Then adkx  : Mn —> Mn is a
bounded linear operator. In particular, 1111  <  (2 ||f]||)fc.
P roof. Let W  € Mn, such that ||W|| =  1, and a,/? € C.
adkx W  | = E  (—1)*’+<' Q  [x ’- 'w
q=0
< E  0 II*ll1" ' IWI lix ir = E  0  M l*  = ll*lll 2fc
9=0 9=0
9=0 q
If we regard the right side of (4.3) as a linear operator on we get the expres­
sion
' - g f e S u H  <*«
What we would like to do is solve this linear equation for DtIl. This will require 
the functional calculus [12].
4.2 Solving the Linear O perator Equation for DtVt.
OO
The power series (n+i)\ analytic and entire in the complex plane. Note
71=0
V ' ^  _  i f  z"+1 1 /  1 , ,
-^-'(n+1)! z^ -?(n  + l)\ z (  + n n- / z 671=0 V J 71=0 V J \ 71=0 /
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Lemma 12 Let ©n : Mn — * Mn, be the operator given by
0n=S
Then, ©n is a bounded linear operator and ||©n|| <  2 ||f)||
P roof. Linearity is obvious. Prom lemma (11) we have
|K|| <  (2 ||fi||)fc -  M fc. In fact, if WG Mn and ||W|| =  1, then ||©n(VF)||
^  (fc+1)! k=0 J
<  V '  llad^ ^ l l  <f V s M fe _  eM- l  — ^  (fc+1)! — 2  ^ (fc+i)! “  M •fc=0 v ' fc=0 V '
From the functional calculus of finite dimensional operators [12], we have
D efinition 13 The spectrum a of a linear operator T in a finite dimensional space 
Z is the set of complex numbers p such that T — p i  is not a bijection. Note that T, 
an operator on Z , is not a bijection if and only if there exists v G Z such that Lv =  0. 
Thus the spectrum cr{T) o fT  is exactly the eigenvalues ofT .
D efinition 14 We denote by $ (T ) the class of functions which are complex analytic 
on some neighborhood B of a (T). If f  G $  (T) then we define f  (T) as
m - h j j w w - ' i r ' t i  (4-5)
where AC  Bsuch that A is an open set of C with finitely many connected components
that contain the spectrum ofT , i.e. cr (T)C A, and the boundary of A, dA C
closed Jordan curve.
For each /s E a (T ), and for all g E  5  (T ), expand as a power series so that
9 (? )  =  T~ ~ (T  -  9 lT  (4-6)
71=0
where g (T) is defined by (4.5). In this manner, all functions of an operator T, analytic 
on a neighborhood of a (T), are given as power series of T.
Theorem  15 Let f ,g  e $ ( T ) .  Then ( /  • g) (T) =  /  (T) • g (T ) .
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Proof. [11]. ■
From (4.4) and (4.5), and if
oo k 1
the expression for A becomes
00 / ndk \
A  =  £  ( { t + i ) i  j ( m  =  011 (D ,n ) =  1 (adn) (D ,f!) (47)
If / ,  gG #  CO such that g (z) • /  (z) =  1 Vz € c  (T) C C, then
T = I (T) =  {g • f )CO =  9 CO ' /  CO
Recall equation (4.4). Provided we can find an analytic function g such that
g (z) • /  (z) =  1, we can apply g (ad^j to (4.4) in order to isolate We want the
function g to satisfy
s W (| (-1 +«")) = W ( g  = i <4-8>
So g (z) =  ~rn- It turns out that
k=0
where Bk are the Bernoulli numbers [2].
Neglecting convergence temporarily, let G^1 : Mn ►Mn be the operator given by
eS‘ = X > l f  =s(ada)
k—0
In equation (4.7) for A, apply Q^1 to both sides. This gives us the expression 
©n1 (^) =  ©n1 (©n
This leads us to
A n  =  e - 1 (A) =
k=0
(4.9)
where we have isolated the expression for and (4,9) is known as Hausdorff’s 
equation [1].
But, what are the conditions necessary for the given series Q^1 to be convergent?
According to Definition 14, we must have g analytic on some neighborhood that
contains a (add). With g (z ) =  we can see that there are poles for ez — 1 =  0,
or z — 27rm, n G Z. But notice that there is a removable singularity for z =  0,
since g (z) =  -^ r  =  — — , which is analytic at z — 0. So g (z) is analytic in the 
z h-2+tt+—
complex plane except for the points z =  27rm, n G Z — {0 }. Provided {27rni}nGZ_|0jfl 
a (add) =  </>, then Q^1 exists, is convergent, and is the inverse of Gn- See appendix 
D for a discussion regarding the relationship between the spectrum of fi and the 
spectrum of add.
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5 M agnus’ Expansion
dCi
d(i 
d +  ...
In the late 1940’s, while reviewing some algebraic problems concerning linear 
operators in quantum mechanics, Wilhelm Magnus considered Hausdorff’s equation 
(4.9) and approximated a solution through the use of Picard iteration. He was able 
to show that the solution to Hausdorff’s equation (4.9) is given by the series
m  =  j T ^ R i - i j T  a k j K j . a k i )
+ t f [ f  \J^ ‘
+^2 J ‘ / «^jK» A«2)d<2,A«i)
in some neighborhood of t =  to only “ if certain unspecified conditions of conver­
gence are satisfied.” [20] Later, in the same paper, Magnus gives the condition that 
a solution to Dt$(t) =  A(t)<&(t), <h(fo) =  Iof the form $(t) =  exists in a 
neighborhood of eQ^to) “if and only if none of the differences between any two of the 
eigenvalues of fl (to) equals 2ttni,where n G Z — {0 }.” [20]. See appendix (D).
Following much work on attempting to find analytic expressions for (t), notably 
by [21], [28], and [13], in the late 1990’s Arieh Iserles ’rediscovered’ Magnus’ expan­
sion in his study of geometric integration. Specifically, Iserles [1], found the first few 
terms of Magnus’ expansion useful for a numerical approximation method that cap­
italized on the symmetries preserved under the exponential map. We follow Iserles’ 
in exploring Magnus’ expansion.
5.1 Iserles’ Ordering o f  M agnus’ Expansion
Consider equation (4.9), Hausdorff’s equation, a nonlinear differential equation of 
the form (2.1) derived from (3.1).
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Let us suppose that following infinitely many Picard iterations, we can write the 
solution to (5.1) in the form
w  =  e (  E
fc=0 VrSTfc J J
(5.2)
where k is the index for the indexing set to be defined later, and HT is a matrix 
function of time indexed by teT*.
Differentiating this expression with respect to time and using (5.1), we find that
OO /
E ” -1 -
fc=0 \ t € T fc > m—0
(5.3)
m—0
=  Y ^ a(m
m' i?J  5  ° ' s * ) }
m= im!
(A)
|^/e=
Now,
ad?.
( E E  «rfH,U=0 VeTk ■)}
(A) = (5.4)
;—0 \TGTjfc
oo /
E
V
{A)
( e  (E aT/tfT) }(k=o\rerk J
^ ^  ^ I ^ ' • • • ^  ^ Q!Tl... OLTm I 1, ..., I , A
fci=l fcm=l \rlsTfcl rm€Tfcm L/ U  J
We find, after inserting the expression from (5.4) into (5.3), that for r  E 7*,,
H f 7-1, H ‘-pi,..., UpTn) and otp —■ r  (a ^ i, 01^2,..., n) (5.5)
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where R  : M™ —> Mn is multilinear, r : 
r n E Tj for j  <  kand n { 1 , 2 , m}  . 
For example, let n=2. We have
I, and Htn is indexed by elements
E  arHr =  |f  E  a -“ f /  (5'6)
t€T2 ' raGTi L-/
g  g ______ _ r /* r r "j"
H pp  ^j ^ ^ ' b j  HTb, I Htc ,
TbeT0Tc€T0 *-J U  J.
From this we can see that building the HRs as n-integrals of commutators depends on 
the ways of combining k-integrals of commutators with p-integrals of commutators, 
such that k +  p — n.
Note that for k =  0 we end up with
E  arHr A
r e  To
This gives us a starting point for defining the successive terms Hr for N. Next 
is k =  1, for which there is only one possible way to combine an integral of A with 
A, giving
fo r  t E Ti, Ht e { A }
f o r  t E T2, { L H I
(5.7)
f o r  t E T3, Ht E I  J  A,^  A, A , J  J  4^,^ 4 , A | as seen in (5.6).
5.2 Tree and Forest Construction.
Following Iserles [1], we use the representation
I  ^  I P ’ ^  [P,Q]
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for integration and commutation respectively. Let A from (5.7) be represented by 
• , that is, each vertex at the end of a branch, a leaf, represents A. We build the 
indexing set Tfc by constructing the representatives r e Tk using these elements. The 
first three index sets corresponding to (5.7) are given by
T „ = { . } (Forests)
' n
, l V
(5.8)
where each r  on a branch is a tree from the previous index sets. All trees begin with 
a foundation of '
^  (5.9)
corresponding to [ /  HT, ad™x~l (A)] . See (5.4). By induction, all trees (elements) in 
each forest (indexing set), that is, each r  G Tfc, G N, can be written with (5.9), 
in the form of (5.8). The tree from (5.8) directly corresponds to the function 
HT= [ f H Ta, [ fHTb). . . , [ jHTn,A] ...]].
5.3 A lgorithm  for Constructing Tfc, for G N.
1. Find the set To by Picard iteration on (5.1).
12. Take the foundation (5.9). Our possibilities for Tfc are
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1 P 1 71
v " ,  K / ’ (5.10)
for r  nG Tn, rp G Tp. So we recursively build Tfc by collecting all trees created 
from Tn and Tp such that n +  p =  k exactly like in (5.10).
5.4 Coefficient Construction Indexed by Each r  G Tfc.
The coefficients aT are also recursive functions of previous aT«, that is, aT 
From (5.3),
“ T = I K
i=i
We can also see this relation at the level of the trees. Given a tree r  G Tfc, in 
order to find aT,we look at the tree
&V (5.11)
Since integration is linear, and commutation is bilinear, reading from the top down 
we can see that the coefficients build up as (1 • arP) after the commutation of f  HrP 
with >1, then (1 • arP • arP-i)  following commutation of f  HrP-i with [J i7rP,A ], 
and finally (1 • arP • arP-i • •  a r 2 • aTi). The coefficient appears in (5.3), from Hr 
which contains exactly p commutations of previous trees. It is valuable to point out 
that B21+1 =  0 for I G N; many coefficients ar end up zero.
5.5 D eterm ination o f Order for the Terms Hr.
Knowledge of the structure of the elements r  in the indexing set helps us determine 
the order in time for each Hr that appear in Iserles Magnus’expansion [18].
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Definition 16 Let {Yp ( i ) }peN a sequence of matrix functions of time such that 
Yp(t) —> Y (t) for all t in an interval around 0. We say that the approximation Yp ( ) 
to Y  ( t) is of order q in time if —► c for  0 < c <  oo > 0+ .
For expressions f (t )  continuous in t which satisfy limJ^-f - =  c where 0 < c < oo, 
we use 0(1?) to represent f (t ).
In expression (5.2), k indexes the number of integrals. But remember that for 
r  € Tfc, Ht appears in (5.1), the expression for This means that for r G Tfc,
is a fc-integral.
We have the following
Lem m a 17 For r € To, HT =  A is at least an order 0 in time approximation to
Proof. From (4.9), the first two terms of the Maclaurin series expansion for Cl
are
Cl(t) =  fl(0) +  DtCl(ff)(t — 0) +  O(i^)
= A( 0) t  +  O(t2)
This gives us that
IIDtn -  A(0)H =  O(t) 
Since A is continuous, A  — >1(0) +  O(t).
lim ^  0, then A is an order 0 in time approximation to f 2, else if lim =  0, 
*-»o+ 1 t-* o+ t
then A  is a greater order in time approximation to £1. ■
It can be shown that if r k G and rJ G Tj, then Hr =  [ /  Hrk, Hrj] is at least 
of order k +  j  +  1 in time. But we can do better.
An important contribution that Iserles [4] has made to Magnus’ expansion is the 
recognition of order in time for each term Hr. Specifically, we can reorganize the
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indexing sets T*, arranged according to k number of integrals, into indexing sets F*, 
(forests) arranged according to minimum order k in time.
OO
Definition 18 The indexing set (or forest) F*, C (J Tp contains all r  such that
p= 0
lim
t—>0+
DfQ, — 'y  ^ aT'HTi 
fr'e U Tp—{r}
\  P = o
tk
=  c for  0 <  c < oo.
Essentially this definition means that r  E F*, iff contributes an expression to the 
approximation of Dt£l which is 0(tk).
We find the sets F*, by letting F0 =  j • |, then finding F  ^ for k >  1 through 
application of the following theorem.
Theorem  19 Ti C F2. Furthermore, in a neighborhood 0, for  r  E F*,, HT =
hTtk+ 0 ( t k+1) wherehT is a fixed matrix. I f r 1 E Ffc«, r7 E FfcJ-, =  [J HTi,H Tj\
is of order kl +  /c7 +  1 in time except when t% =  r 7; then HT =  [ /  HTx,HTf\ is of order 
kl +  t i  +  2 in time.
Proof. For r  E Ti,
Hr = J  A..
[ ’ a (0 ) +  f  0 ( 0 ,  .4(0) +  0(4)
Jo Jo
f*A(0)  , A (0)1 +  [ f *A(p ) ,0(i)l +  /*  0(£) ,A (0)1 +  [ /*O(0 ,0( t )
.Jo J L/o J Uo J LJo
—  [A(0)t , 0 (f)] +  
So, lim =  0, and
[O(42),.4(0)]+O(i3)
t-> 0+
l i m ™
t—*0+ t
=  lim
t—>0+ t
=  Urn | [A(0) . 0 (0 ]  +  [0(4) , A (0)] +  0(42 
=  0
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Following the same line, lim =  c, where 0 < c < oo. Which means that fort—+0+
r G Ti, H r  =  0 ( t 2) . So, r € F2.
Suppose, for r  G Fn, n  G { 1 , 2 , . . .  ,p- 1} HT =  h ntn +  0 ( t n +1) . Then for r  € Fm,
HT =  [J HTi, HTj ] , where r l E F^., r -7 E F^ H , W <  p — 1. By the multilinearity of 
the Lie commutator,
H r  = J  HTi, HTj
J  (hTitki +  0 (tfci+1))  , hTitkj +  0 ( tkj+1)
K ‘ ¥ T l  + 0 (tk,+2) '
tk<+ 1
^ r ‘ T — r, hTitk3 
I +  1
^+k*+l
+ 0 f^.ki+ki+2sj
y-n, -rfv Ti / v
=  [/m , M - - T r  +  o ( V " +fcl+2)
Letting m =  t f + t f + l ,  Hr =  [/iT<) hT,] (tfcJ+fc'+2)  =  M m+ 0  ( > +fc<+2V
so r  G Fm.
Now if t1 =  t j , then [/ir>, /iTi] =  0, giving us HT of order kl +  H +  2 in time. ■
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Table 5.1
Tree r
Table of Trees (up to T4), the Containing Forest(s), and Coefficients.
HT
A
Forest
To;F0
OLt
Ms. — i 
0! — 1
f l A’ A Ti;F2 = _1 1! 2
£ a [£ 4 ,4 ]]  T2;F,
[ / * [ £ ,  A  4 ] ,  4 ]  T2;F 3
§2. —  J_ 
2! 12
B± _  1 
1! 1! 4
4 , A ], A ] ,  A T3;F4 Ij l B] B]    ^1! 1! 1! 8
[J£a [ / ; [ £ A 4 ] , a
[h ^[j:a [sl a  a
t 3;F4 B^ Bz   L1! 2! 24
T,-F.4 1! 1! 1! 3!
,A T3;F4
t 3;F5
th&L — __L 
2! 1! ~  24
Bi B a  ___1_
1! 2! ~  24
,A T4;F 5 B 2 Bi Bi   12! 1! 1! — 48
[ / :  [/.*„ [ / : j;oa , a ] , a ] , a ] , a T4;F 5 =  A1! 1! 1! 1! — 16
[ I !  [ I ! / ‘ A  / ‘ 4 , 4  , 4  , A T4;F5 B i B i B?   _1_1! 1! 2! ~  48
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Table 5.1 Continued. 
Tree r HT Forest ar
r‘ 1 r‘,A’Sl St A  A ,A ,A
s l A , [ s i A , [s;o [j i a , a \ ,a
Sl[StA,[StA,[SlA,A]}} ,A
[/,: [r„ St A, A , J ? A , A , A
/to A > fjfa U l  A> > l i t !A >A
S t [ S t [ S l A A ] , A ] , [ j l A , A
,A
T/F=; =  —4 ’ 5 2! 2! 144
TV Fc B1Rl B2 _  _1_
^ 4 )^ 5  1! 1! 2! 48
¥4^5
T4;F5
B% Bj Bj  _1_
2! 1! 1! ~  48' ! l [ ! lA,A} , [St[SlA,A
S I [S I a , a ],[sIa,[s Iia ,a ]
'Sl[llA,[llA,A}\,[jlA,A
5.6 The A lgorithm
Collecting terms from the forests T*, into forests Fp according to pth order in time 
as specified by Theorem 19 and ignoring those with coefficient zero, it turns out that
T4;F6
T4;F6
T4;F6
T4;F6
T4;F6
B3B1 — n
3! 1! u
MzMz — n
1! 3! — u
Ba  ____ 1 _
4! 720
T.-Ffi Bi Mi Bi  J_
4’ ® 1! 1! 2! 48
Ba_&L —  (I 
3! 1! — u
B2 Bj Bj  _1_
2! 1! 1! ~  48
— Q 
3! 1! “  U
B2 B2   1
2! 2! ~~ 144
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we have a computationally efficient expression for the index sets of D tVt in (5.3). 
Specifically these index sets are given by
Fn =
Fo =
F3 =
(5.12)
F5 =  (
So equation (5.3) becomes instead
=  (5.13)
k= 0 VrSFfc J
where k indexes the forest of trees according to order in time and Hr are the functions 
indexed by r. Now in order to solve Hausdorff’s equation (5.1), all we need to do is 
integrate the expression (5.13). This gives us
k=0 VrG¥k J J
(5.14)
as the solution. For an approximation of order in time tm+1, we can truncate the 
solution at m to give us
^m =  f 2 ( T , a r [  HX
k=0 \t€¥k J J
(5.15)
In order to build an order m in time approximation Clm,
1. Build the forests Tfc up to the desired order in time (which is a little more than 
necessary, but sufficient).
b  p2. Construct the coefficients aT according to aT =  - f  n  a ri-
p' i=i
3. Determine the order in time for the terms HT.
4. Collect the terms into the new indexing forests F*,.
5. Write down the expression for Qm, taking advantage of the recursive nature of 
each Ht .
This provides us with a means to compute Magnus’ expansion to the desired order.
5.7 Summary
What Iserles has done is to take the work of Wilhelm Magnus and extend it to a 
form amenable to computation. Given a differential equation of the form (3.1), with 
fundamental solution en =  4>, the expression for Magnus’ expansion, using Iserles 
reordering is (5.14).
We now address the questions which naturally arise:
1. For what values of t does converge to as —> oo?
2. If converges, how close is f  lmto D for a given m?
3. For what values of t is enW =  4>(t)?
4. Exactly how close is enm to 4> for a given m?
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6 Estimates for Convergence of Magnus’ Expansion
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Given an arbitrary power series of a real variable, the first question that should
For Magnus’ expansion, this is a difficult question. The first result regarding the 
convergence of Magnus’ expansion is little more than an exercise in brute force norm 
estimates for absolute convergence. The second convergence estimate relies on a more 
subtle rewriting of Magnus’ expansion using step functions.
The Brute - Force Approach.
We start with Hausdorff’s equation, (4.9), and the expansion of the solution is 
given as
k= l
where is the sum of elements from the set T^.
Substituting (6.1) into (4.9), much the same as in the previous chapter, we get
Collecting terms on the right according to the number of commutators (or equiv­
alently, the number of integrals) and integrating, we find that Magnus’ expansion 
accepts the form
come to mind is: for what values of the real variable does the power series converge?
oo
(6.1)
(6.2)
n—1
where
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Sn ] =  Y  a(l[— ( Sn-m ) for 2 < j  <  «  -  1 (6.3)
7 7 1 = 1
SLl) =  adr„.,(A) S < " - 1> = o < ^ - 1 ( A )
Insert (6.2) into (6.3). This gives us the expressions
After substituting these expressions for the Si’s into (6.2), then substituting (6.2) 
into (6.1), and taking the norm of (6.1), [23] states the convergence of Magnus’ 
expansion as:
a numerical application of the D’Alembert criterion of convergence [ratio test] 
directly leads (up to numerical precision) to
The Step Function Approach.
A second approach by PC Moan and JA Oteo [22] is an effort to expand the 
radius of convergence beyond the previous estimate. This time, they use the solution 
to (4.2) in the form
(6.4)
^  (t) — Ln ( , . . .  ,ti) A  ( ) • • • (ti) dtn • ■ • dt\
where
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Ln (tn, . . . , t i) =  1 Qn)!
nl
with 0 n =  0n-i,n-2 +  ■ •. +  $2,i and 0Q)t =  1 if and 0 otherwise.
By using this expression, they are able to bypass the commutator structure of 
Magnus’ expansion. Yet, the commutator structure can be recovered if desired, but 
will be avoided here.
The Loo-norm is applied to the Tn, giving
IIL M IL  <  ( M L ) "  [ '  ■■ f  \K (t„, ■.., t,)l • i t ,
Jo Jo 
They observe that Ln is constant on all sections of the n — cube [0, t)n corresponding
to constant 0 n =  k .So a calculation of the fraction of the volume of [0, l]n for a given
k (V£) gives us the bound
Ilf. MIL £ (( - MIL)” E
k=0
n—1
A bound on the expression for is derived and is
fc=0
Y y kk\(n- l -k) \  < 2_(n_1}
h > n!
so that a full bound on the convergence of Q (t) is
oo
lift M IL  < E ( ‘ - M  M IL )" 2 - (" - 1)
71=1
And D ’Alembert’s criteria requires that
H|A||oo<2 (6.5)
Neither (6.4) nor (6.5) is (strictly) stronger. In fact, a couple of examples will 
demonstrate the incomparability of the two.
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0 1
Exam ple 20 L e t  A(t)=
/(* ) o
Consider f ( t )  — cos 2{b• t) so that ||^ 4(t)|| ~  | cos(6 |. Notice that (6.5) gives us
a radius of convergence of t ~  2; yet (6.4) gives us a radius of convergence o f t ~ b .
Consider f (t )  =
(e +  l ) 2 ; t\ < t < t2
e2 j otherwise
so that ||A(i)||
e + 1  , h <
e , otherwise
Notice that (6.5) gives us a radius of convergence o ft~ t\\  yet (6.4) gives us a radius 
of convergence of t
Notice that neither (6.4) nor (6.5) consider whether A is commutative, in which 
Magnus’ expansion would yield an exact solution for all time. We can see that both 
estimates (6.4) and (6.5) for the radius of convergence are unsatisfactory.
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7 Examples
In an effort to provide motivation for studying questions of convergence, as well 
as to display the nice properties of the Magnus’ expansion approach, a few numerical 
implementations are provided. These examples provide us with some evidence for 
what convergence results might be possible.
7.1 The Mathieu Example
Let’s consider for a first numerical example1 the ODE system known as the Math­
ieu equation. The Mathieu equation arises as a model of a cyclic stiffness in a spring- 
mass system. In unitless form, it is the second order differential equation of period 
2ir with the initial conditions
A (2)y 00 +  (a +  bcos (t)) y (t) =  0, (0) =  yQ, Dty (0) =
This equation can be written as the first order system
(  0 l\
A $ ( 0  +  I U(«) =  0, $ (0 ) =  J (7.1)
\ a +  bcos (t) 0 
For example, Iserles’ order 4 in time version of Magnus’ expansion (5.15) is 
r* (
f t , CO = f
Jo
o 1
i —a — bcos (£x) 0
1 I* A  I - 1  0
dt i +
5 L L b ^ cos ^ _ cos ^ [  o i  j  +
To f  f  /  2b(cOs(£2) - c o s ( ^ ) )  I 0 ) ^ 3^ 2^1 +
12 Jo Jo Jo y  — 6 cos (£3) 0 J
\ f  f  [  26(cos(e2) - c o s ( e 1)) 0 1 I d£3#2#l
4 Jo Jo Jo \ — 6 cos (£3) 0
1The computer code in Mathematica® used for these examples is given in the appendix ( E ) .
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For the numerical computations below, we have used the order 6 and order 8 Magnus’ 
expansion as indicated.
Taking advantage of Mathematica’s built-in Mathieu functions, we can create an 
exact fundamental solution which we compare Magnus’ solution to. These built-in 
Mathieu functions are well understood. [2].
Using this, we have a solution to compare to the Magnus solution. For this 
comparison, we have two alternatives:
1. entrywise examination of the matrices, or
2. an operator norm examination.
Our choice is to use the Frobenius norm
From the order 8 approximation, the relative error ||(ens^  — <E>) • 4>-1||F can be 
found by computing the solution T to the adjoint equation, also a Mathieu equation, 
and computing
Using this relative error with the order 8 in time Magnus’ expansion and the ad­
joint solution found using built-in Mathieu functions, the relative error as an analytic
error. The lighter line in the shape of a bell curve is an estimate of the convergence 
for (t) as given by (6.4).
The black region corresponds to the error on the order of e-15 ~  10-7 which 
increases to the white region with an error of order 1.
11^ 411^  =  \/Trace(A~Ayj.
function of time dependent on the parameters a and b was found. Setting b to the 
value b =  . 1, we produce in figure 7.1, a contour plot of the logarithm of the relative
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6 
5
7
2 
1
Mathieu eqn b=. 1 Log(Relative error 1)
5 0 5
parameter ’a1
Figure 7.1 Relative Error for Mathieu’s Equation
Example 21 A reasonable case to consider is where the ODE is commutative. Math­
ieu ’s equation (7.1) is an example when there is no driving force, that is, when 6 =  0 :
D& (t)H- I ° 1 I $ (t) o $ (o) =
a 0
Magnus’ expansion is
ft (*) =  / (  0Jo \ - a  0 J
exactly, for all orders in time. So, provided our parameter dependent fundamental
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solution is correct, we expect the fundamental solution found from exponentiating 
Magnus’ expansion should be
$(t) =  e
r f 0 l )J o
\ — a
di
COS (y/at) sin (■/at) y/a
- \fa sin (yfat) cos (^fat)
The contour plot of our relative error produced the figure 7.2
Mathieu eqti b=0 Log(Relative error!)
■5 0
parameter’a*
i*
■
-15
Figure 7.2 Relative Error for Commutative Case
There are two features of figure 7.2 that we should note. First, the black region 
for convergence extends well beyond the analytic estimate for the radius of conver­
gence. And second, we have a large discrepancy between the built-in solution and
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the Magnus’ approximation where a is negative for large t. The fact that we have 
convergence beyond the analytic estimate is expected, as suggested in section (6). 
As for the discrepancy in the solution, we neglected the fact that for negative o, the 
solution $  has the appearance
*(*) =
( cosh (VP*) )
y ^ s in h  (^ y/\a\tj cosh J
What this means is that when t is fairly large, cosh(V jjt)
sinhf^/|a|tj
for a <0,
L-v/H* =  S°  ^ at
2 ' y /H
and $ _1(i) ~  2e_ V^it
Noticing this, we can see that ~  eV^* 1^ +  ^/ja}^ and H^COIloo ~
e -V ^ ‘ 1^ +  . Essentially, the point is that the solution matrices have a wide
105 
0
0
n r 5
range of eigenvalues and are ill-conditioned. For example, the matrix
, yet the dominant term is 105, so either matrix aphas the inverse
pears to be 105
10"5 0
0 105
10-1° 0
0 1
a singular matrix. This is an
example of a stiff system. For our system, the condition number ~  1^ +  ^/[a[j . 
And any condition number > 1  tells us that having an ill-conditioned matrix will 
result in something like having a system with fewer eigenvalues than the dimension 
of the vector space that the matrix operates on. What this means for us is that any 
computation done with any of 4>(f), (j>, or T will not be accurate since only the largest 
eigenvalues of the system dominate and determine what the solution will appear like, 
independent of the ’true’ solution.
In figure 7.3, we show a plot of the condition number (=  ||$(t)|| ||4)_1(t)||) of the 
solution found from built-in Mathieu functions. Note the huge values of the condition 
number in the region a <0, t >0.
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Matrix condition number o f <p b=0
parameter ’a1
Figure 7.3 Mathieu’s Equation Condition Number
In order to work around having ill-conditioned matrices, it required the use of a 
different relative error. The second relative error that was calculated is
II («*.(*)-*) II
Relative error 2 =     —
WHf
Using this second relative error, we produced the figure 7.4
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<D
‘S'p
Figure 7.4 Second Relative Error for Commutative Case
Notice that the order of magnitude for 0 is correct. This confirms that in 
the commutative case, we have a correct solution. For a matter of comparison, with 
b =  0.1, figures 7.5 and 7.6 displays contour plots of the relative error of Magnus’ 
approximation using the two different relative errors.
7.2 A  Non-commutative Example
For a second example, we chose a 2 x 2 coupled system defined by the equation
. l  — ocos2 (t) —l +  ocos (t) sin (t) .
Dt<b (t) +  I W W ] <f> (f) <E> (0) =  J (7.2)
l +  o cos ( t) sin (t) 1 — a sin2 ( )
7  
6  
5 
4
Mathieu eqn b=0 Log (Relative error2)
- i  o  s .
parameter 'a'
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4
3
2
1
Mathieu eqti b -.l Log(Reiative errorl)
-5  0 5 10
parameter 'a'
Figure 7.5 Relative Error 1 
This example was chosen because it has a known ’exact’ solution
* (* ) =
e (a 1)« c og  ^ g  t gjn  ^
—e(a—1)t sin (t) e- t cos(t)
— 1 +  a cos2 (t) 1 — a cos ( ) sin ( )
Note that | I is a noncommutative
— 1 — a cos (i) sin (t) • — 1 +  sin2 (t)
matrix function, except for the parameter value =  0. The order 6 in time Magnus’ 
approximation, with the first relative error ( error — ||(en6^  — <3>) • 4>-1 ||F)
produces the contour plot in figure 7.7.
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Matliieu eqn b=. 1 Log (Relative error2)
1
-15
-1 0  -5  0 5 10
parameter faf
Figure 7.6 Relative Error 2
Again, the lighter line marks the analytic estimate of (6.4) for the radius of con­
vergence of Magnus’ expansion. In order to verify that the solution is close in the 
region we plotted, we produced figure 7.8, the condition number of 4> (t).
From these, we have every reason to believe that our solution is close in the region 
—7 < a < 7 , 0 < t < 2 7 r  +  l. To make a point about the convergence estimate of 
Magnus’ expansion, included below in figure 7.9 are plots from the order 2 in time 
Magnus expansion to the order 8 in time Magnus’ expansion.
Notice the growth of the black region (convergent area) from one plot to the next.
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Order 6 Exact eqn Log(RelErrorl) (a,t)-piane 
4 ...............    * ..............— ................ *.............................................................................
6 - 4 - 2  0 2
parameter ’a1
Figure 7.7 Order 6 Relative Error
This illustrates the rough convergence of Magnus’ expansion as the order in time 
grows for this example.
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4
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6
-10  -3  0 5 10
p a ra m e te r ’a*
Figure 7.8 Noncommutative Example Condition Number
7.3 A  Frenet Example
Recall the Frenet relations from differential geometry [10]
DsT { s )  =  k (s) N ( s)
DsN (5) =  —k (s) T  (s) — r (s) B (s)
DSB (s) =  t  (s) N (5)
Matrix condition number of (p b=0
- 6 - 4 - 2  0' 2 4 6
Order 6 Exact eqn LogCRelErrorl) (a,t)-plane 
4
- 6  - 4  - 2  0 2 4 6
parameter ’a’
~ 1
Order 8 Exact eqn LogCRelErrorl) (a,t)-plane 
4
<15
is 2
- 6  - 4  - 2  0 2 4 6
parameter 'a'
-15
Figure 7.9 Convergence Growth
where T ( s ) , N  ( s ) , and B (s) are the tangent, normal, and binormal unit vectors of 
an orthogonal frame2 on the curve a (s) G M3 parametrized by the arclength s and 
k(s), r  (s) are the curvature and torsion of a  (s). Each unit vector has three scalar 
components, meaning that for a fixed number s, T (s) =  {Ti ( s ) , T2 ( s ) , T3 (s)} , 
likewise N  ( s ) , and B ( s ) . For emphasis,
DsT  (s) =  k (s) N (s) =  {«: (s )  Ni ( s ) , k  ( s )  N2 ( s )  , k  (s )  N3 ( s ) }
2Notice that since these are all orthogonal unit vectors, we are dealing with some subset of the
Lie group SO (3) .
Order 4 Exact eqn LogCRelErrorl) (a,t)-plane
-<5 - 4  - 2  0 2 4 <5
parameter 'a'
Order 2 Exact eqn LogCRelErrorl) (a,t)-plane
. Looking closely, this is a first order, linear ODE in the form
(Ti (s) T2 (s ) Ti0)  \ /  0 -K  (s) 0 \ /  Ti (s) T2 (s ) T3 (s) \Ni (s) N2 (s) Ni(s) J +  K («) o - r  (s) j I JVj. (s) 7V2 (s) W3 (3) 1 = 0B t ( s )  B2 (s)Bi ( s )  J  \  0 r  (s) 0 /  \  S i  (5) B 2 (s) B 3 (s) /
(7.3)
Using this, we can construct an example in the matrix algebra M3 (R).
In order to construct a non-trivial example, to which we know the exact solu­
tion, we started with the curve a (t) =  (cos ( t ) , sin (t) (i)), with /  (t) a yet-to-be-
determined function. First, we parametrize the curve a with respect to arclength. 
Arclength, s (t), is given by
s ( t ) =  / V 1 +  (DBf ( 6 ) ) 2d0 
Jo
The trick we need to utilize is this: 1 +  ( needs to be a ’perfect square,’ 
e.g. 1 +  (Def  (0))2 =  ( g(9))2 where g (6) is a ’nice’ function. Let Def  (0) =  sinh (9). 
This allows us to integrate the arclength for a non-trivial example . This gives us the 
arclength for a (t) as
s(t)  =  1 +  (sinh (6))2d9 
=  f  cosh (9) d9 =  sinh (t)
Jo
We also need /  (f), given by D ef  (9) =  sinh (6). Integrating this separable dif­
ferential equation yields /  ( t) =  cosh (t) +  constant. Parametrizing the curve a by 
arclength gives us
a (s ) =  (cos (sinh-1 (s)) , sin (sinh-1 (s)) , cosh (sinh-1 (s ) ) ) :
=  ^cos (sinh-1 (s)) , sin (sin h~l (s)) , V l  +  s2)
Now for the tangent, normal and binormal unit vectors, we use the definitions 
T  (s) =  Dsa(s) ,N  (s) =  p S f g j ,  and B (s) =  T  (s) x N
2Exercise: A second non-trivial example is a(s) =  (cos (s) ,sin (s) ,Ln  (cosh (s))); again, some 
form of a helix. Note that the derivation and any Magnus’ results axe nearly the same as for this 
non-trivial example.
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The expressions for the curvature and torsion are found by the definitions k  ( s )  =  
T>ST  (s) , and r  (s) =  — N (s) • DsB ( s ) . These yield
v/2
k ( s ) 
t ( s ) =
1 +  s2 
s
1 +  s2
These give us
D x
/ - ? w - N
- N ( S) _
- b (S) -  y
+
0 -
s/2 
1+s2
s/2 
1+ s2
0
0
s
1+ s2
1+s2
0
— T ( » ) _  
- N ( s ) _  
\ - B ( s ) - J
with
_ T ( s ) _  '  
- N ( s ) _
V - b  W  - J
the row vectors from 7.3.
(7.4)
We normalize the ODE 7.4 by finding
Notice that it’s not I, yet it is invertible. Let
where $  (0) =  I. From this we have the ODE
/
+ T ( s )  + (  0 1 0 ^
- N ( s ) _ = ls/2 0 1s/2
S\= 0 \  72 0 1V2 //  S / . s /
N (» )- =  4>(s).
D , i  is) +
0
■J2
1+S2
 s ll.1+s2 0
\
o  S—U 1+s2
1+S2
$ ( s ) , $  (0) =  I
J
Note that with this ODE, we have a known fundamental solution
«>(s) =
— T ( « ) - \ ( 0 1 1 \+2
* 1 0 0
/ 1° 1V2 72 J
_ _ Ls/2 
1 
V2
0 \
0
0
1 
s/2 
1 . 
s/2 )
(7.5)
And, $ (5) € SO (3), so the adjoint solution T (s) =  (s). Note also that this is
because the matrix A which defines the ODE is skew-symmetric, hence the adjoint 
equation takes the form
DtV =  - A T^  
which is simply the Frenet ODE.
Magnus’ Expansion for the Frenet example.
Now that we have the Frenet example built, we can apply Magnus’ expansion to 
it. Magnus’ expansion applied to the Frenet system (7.5) produces the relative error 
shown in figure 7.10.
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Frenet eqn Log(Relative error 1)
Note the magnitude of the error for t <  0.5. The relative error is less than 
e~10 =  O (10-5). From the analytic estimate (6.4) for the convergence of Magnus’ 
expansion, the bound on convergence is t < .5857. Numerically we are close in norm, 
hinting that we might possibly have convergence beyond t =  .5857.
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With this example, we can demonstrate a significant property of geometric integra­
tion. In essence, since $  (s) G SO (3), and Magnus’ expansion flm ( ) G so (3), Vm G 
Z, Vt G R, we have Magnus’ approximation eQm^  G SO (3), Vm G Z, Vt G R, meaning 
that enm^  is orthonormal for all m and t. Figure 7.11 is a picture of the 2—norm 
0f en8(t) . (en8(t)^  t denotes the conjugate transpose.
1.01
1.005
0.995
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Figure 7.11 2 — norm o f  • (en®^) t
Next is figure 7.12, the Magnus’ curve as vs. the analytic curve a (s) =  
(cos (sinh-1 (s)) , sin (sinh-1 (s)) , y/i + s2). The construction is unique up to trans­
lation in R3 (due to the fact that Magnus’ approximation only finds a' (s)). We 
show the solution as (s) up to the point of rapid divergence from a(s), and in a 
neighborhood of the rapid divergence from a ( s ) .
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Qr(s) vs. a s (s) for se(0,1.5) <*(s) vs. a 8 (s) for se(l.,1.2)
Figure 7.12 Magnus’ Approximation vs. Analytic Solution
8 Conclusions
We are unable to satisfactorily answer the following questions in general:
1. For what values of t does Clm(t) converge to as —>• oo?
2. If Clm converges, how close is f lm to Cl for a given m?
3. For what values of t is en(t) =  <h(i), the fundamental solution to (3.1)?
4. Exactly how close is eQrn to $  for a given m?
Note that (3) is a distinct question from 1, though if Clm, Cl are close, then enm, 
en are close by continuity of the exponential. For question (2), it is known that if 
Jo ll-^ ll <  1-086869, then enm —> 4> as m —» oo, [23] although this is very unsatisfying 
since it doesn’t take commutativity into account.
Besides these questions listed above, the collection of open questions discussed 
here are the follow up questions that I would like to see answered.
Cauchyness of Qm in the Tangent Space.
m
Since ft) =  r m(f), provided we are in the neighborhood [0, t) such that
7 1 = 1
/q ||A|| < 1.086869, exactly what is the bound em e  R, so that ||Q ( ) -  (t)|| < em?
And can it be found from ||rm+i (t)||? Does some function of this bound correspond 
to 11$ (f) -e ^ W II  < / ( e m)?
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Special Cases.
Consider the special cases of:
(0 l \  0 ^
1. equation (1.1) with A(t )  =  , or even =
\ /  (0  k J \ f i t )  o
where f  ( t) is an integrable function and A; is a constant.
2. equation (1.1) with Aft )  =
0 K(t) 0 ^
—k ( t ) 0 r  ( ), where r  ft) and k ft)
0 0 
axe integrable functions (the curvature and torsion of a curve in 3-space).
Magnus’ expansion in both of these cases gives rise to a series the terms of which 
are made up of linearly indepenent matrices ui, u2, and u3.
Numerical Applications.
If Aft) — Aft +  T) for all t, is there a good numerical algorithm for f i n d i n g  a 
high-order (in the parameters) numerical approximation to fl (to +  T)  where T  is the 
principal period of the system?
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A Euler’s Method & Taylor Series Methods for Approximating Solutions 
of Differential Equations
A .l  Euler’s Method
Let’s start with equation (3.1). A simple Eulerian approach would be to ap-
and, with the initial condition $(io) =  / ,  over n steps gives us the approximation
3>(t) «  (I +  h A f a ) ) ( I  +  hA(to +  h ) ) { I  +  hA(to +  2h ) ) - - - { I  +  hA(to +  nh))
where t — t0 =  nh.
A .2 Taylor Series Methods
Another method of approximation for a fundamental solution is through the use 
of Taylor series. Again, considering an equation of the form (3.1), suppose we try 
approximating the fundamental solution by truncating the Taylor series expansion, 
using the differential relation (3.1). Let’s try
proximate Dt$(t) by $(*) for some small h. This yields an iterative time step
equation of
$(t +  h) =  (I +  hA (t))$ (t)
n
j J ( /  +  hA (to +  fc/i))
Note that each aj is an n x n matrix. 
Then we have from equation (3.1),
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( * -* > )j ( t - t 0y  _ r
2_^aJ+1 ?-| — | oo -  I
j=o •'• j=0 ^
Suppose we also have A (t) analytic in some neighborhood of to- Then we can
°° fc
Taylor expand A (t)as A(t) =  This gives us the equation
fc=0
\fc+j
Z ^ ° j +1 j\ ~  t i7-i ao - -f
J=0 J' j=0 fc=0
z_^ ( t ) ..
j=0 fc=0
The relation of the coefficients is
a — bj-kO'k 
Our approximate solution is the polynomial
j=  0 k= 0
A. 3 Examples
Let’s apply each of the three methods to the following ODE:
( ° AA  $ (t) =  $ (t) $ (0) =  J
V -* 0;
For each of these methods, we evaluate the approximate solution l> (t) at the time 
t =  1. Each approximate solution is compared to a solution $  it) computed from Airy 
functions and evaluated at time t =  1. The Airy function solution is
* ( ! )  =
0.83881 0.91863
-0.46735 0.68034,
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Euler’s Method.
Using a stepsize of yj—, the approximate solution is
0.83859 0.92853
* ( ! )  =
y —0.47272 0.67509
which has a relative error of 0.01299. More significantly, the determinant of (1) is 
1.005, indicating that the solution is no longer in the Lie group SL(2), while the true 
solution can be shown to be in SL(2).
Taylor Series Method.
Using a Taylor series out to t8, the approximate solution is
equal to the Taylor series out to t8.
Though these methods are numerically close, they still retain certain problems. 
As pointed out for the Euler method, all three of these methods are geometrically 
flawed; none lie on the manifold the solution evolves on.
Evaluated at t — 1,
-0.46736 0.68056
0.83889 0.91863
which is much closer to the solution 4> (1) than the Euler method.
Picard Iterative Methods.
Starting the iteration with <&o (t) — I  and following five iterations,
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B Magnus’ Expansion as an Integrating Factor
What we would like to show here is why we can re-write the ODE
Dtx (t) +  A (t) x (t) =  0 (B-l)
as
Dt (en^x(t)) =  0 
=» x= e ^ e ~ n^ x  (t0)
analogous to the scalar equation (2.2) with the solution (2.3).
Let x(t) =  &(t)x(to) where 4>(i) is the fundamental solution to (B .l) so that (B.l)
becomes
Dt§  ( t ) x 0 +  A( t) $  ( ) 0 $(0) =  I
Provided there exists an “n x n" matrix function O(t), such that Dt (<&) =  
e-n(i)^ ^  we can jxmltiply on the left by e~n^  (the integrating factor) and re-write 
the ODE as
(e -n(*)) (Dtx (t) +  A (t) x( t) =  e~n^ D tx ( ) +  ( =  0
Since there exists an f  l(t)such that Dt (<3>) =  e~n^ A  ( (using uniqueness and 
existence of a solution to Hausdorff’s equation (4.9)), we can re-write (B.l) as
Dt (e~W$t)x0) = 0
This exact differential integrates to e-n ^4> (t) xQ — (to) x0 =  0. By defi­
nition of a fundamental solution,4>(t0) =  0 and e~n^  is invertible, giving us
(t) xo — x(t) =  en^e~Q^ x o
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Note that this also implies that <S?(t) =  ea^e
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C Proof of Proposition 4
Proof. Let Dt$  =  4* (to) =  for ) such that j4(£)j4(C) =  j4(C)M(£),
VC, £ G R. Magnus’ expansion is
n(t) =  r ^ K i  -If / 1 [4L(C2) ,^ ( C i ) ] ^ C i
J t0 ^ J to J to
1 rt Kx /'C2[^ (C3))A(C2)]^ (Ci)]dC3dC2dCi
^  J to J to J to
+^f / 1 /  1 WC3)> WCaM(Ci)]] +
J to J to J to
But since A(£)^4(£) — A(^)A(4), the only term that remains is the one that contains
/
£ .
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D Proof Regarding Existence of a Solution =  en
In section 4.2, it was shown that for the existence of a solution $  en to (1.1),
the spectrum a (ado) must not contain a A such that A € {27rm} , for € Z  — {0 } .
Here is the relationship between the eigenvalues of the ado. operator and the matrix 
Cl.
Theorem 22 Let Cl be an n x n matrix. Then ado is diagonalizable iff Cl is diago- 
nalizable.
{
Proof. First, suppose Cl is diagonalizable, a =  {i/»}i<n, and Cl =
v\ 0 
0 1/2
0 .............
Take a ’unit’ matrix, Uij,an n x nmatrix filled entirely with zeros except for a
/
one in the i'th row and j'th  column. So —
0 0
1
0 \
, where the
0 ............. 0
1 is in the i, j'th  place. Now notice that ado (Uij) =
... o
(Vi -
0 0 ••• 0
0 ............  0
, so that (ado — (vi — Vj) I) Uij =  0. The set { U j }
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forms a basis in which adn is diagonal with entries the differences of elements of a (ft).
Conversely, suppose adn is diagonalizable for ft G This means that there 
exists a basis {U }i< i < n2 of Mn such that ad^ — for a* G R. So ClUi — UiCl =
Let oii — — Xq for some Xq G <x(ft).
Then
ClUi -  UiCl =  frUi -
and
ClUi ~ A U i =  ACl -
which gives
( n -P i i ) U i  =  U i ( c i - x gi)  (d .i)
Take V G Cn such that CIV — XgV. Multiply on the right of both sides of (D.I) 
by V. This yields
(ft -  P J p iV  =
=  0
So either U V  =  0 or (^ j U V ) form an (eigenvalue ; eigenvector) pair.
If UiV =  0, then there exists at least one nonzero row of Ui which is orthogonal
to Vfor each i G { 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n2}.
Since V  G Cn, there are at most n — 1 linearly independent vectors which are or­
thogonal to V; meaning there are at most n — 1 linearly independent U  which satisfy 
U V  =  0.
Since there are at most n linearly independent V  G Cn, we must have at most
n(n — 1) linearly independent U  which satisfy U V  =  0.
This means that there must be at least n linearly independent UtV  ^  0 for 1 < 
i <  n2and V  G Cn.
=> There exists at least n linearly independent UiV) (eigenvalue ; eigenvector) 
pairs. Hence, Si is diagonalizable. ■
Now let us remove the assumption that is diagonalizable.
Corollary 23 Suppose Si is an n x n matrix, {i/j} =  cr (Si), and let A £ a (ado). 
Then A =  um — vi for some vm, ui £ { ^ } .
Proof. Let SI be an n x nmatrix operator, {v i } i<n a (Si), and let A £ (ado).
What we’re looking for is A as a function of a (Si) such that Det (ada — XI) =  0.
From the proof of the previous theorem, when Si is diagonalizable, we have that 
for A £ a (adn), A =  vm — i/j for some um, £ (fi).
Now suppose Si is not diagonalizable. We know that Si has a unique Jordan 
canonical form, unique up to the order of the elements on the diagonal. Without any 
loss of generality, we can assume Si is in Jordan canonical form. Let’s write Si =  
SIs+SIn where Sis is the matrix of diagonal entries of Si, and Sl^ r is an upper triangular 
nilpotent matrix of all entries on the diagonal zero. Since the Lie commutator is 
bilinear, ad^+n =  ad a +  adg , hence
adn =  adfis+nN =  adas +  ad^N
for which adns is diagonalizable by (22), and adnN is nilpotent.
Let P  (X) be the characteristic polynomial of adns . Recall that =  0,
by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. Now the key point to notice is that P  (A) =
Det (adns — XI) and, that
P  (ado.) =  Det (adns -  n ° I)
=  Det (adas — adn)
= Det (—
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=  0
since adnN is nilpotent.
So ado, satisfies the characteristic polynomial for ad^s , hence the eigenvalues of 
adn are precisely the eigenvalues of ad^s; i.e. for A e  (adn) , X — um -  i/t for some 
VmyVl G cr (ft). ■
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E Computer Program
The program given below estimates the fundamental solution to (3.1). The first 
thing that should be done is to define A(t), the matrix valued function of t. This is 
done by setting
A[t.] :=
\ ■■■ fn,n(t)
We also must define the Lie commutator. This is one line of code defining a 
function to multiply and subtract matrices.
• Comm[A_, B_] := Simplify[A.B - B.A]
The next seven lines of code defined the first seven Baker-Hausdorff functionals 
according to their order as specified by Iserles’ work. First, the root functional of 
order t,
• w i[*-] : =  IoMs)ds
Then the functional of order f3,
W2[£-] :=  J0*Comm[wi(s), A(s)]ds
These next five functionals give us an approximation of order t5,
• a>3[f_] :=  /QComm[tJi(s), Comm[a)i(s), A(s)]]ds
• o>4[£_] :=  / 0iComm[w2(s), A(s)]ds
• cu5[£_] := / 0tComm[n;i(s), Comm[w2(s), A(s)]]ds
• w6[£_] := / 0!Comm[w3(s), A(s)]ds
• u!r[t.} :=  J0tComm[cu4(5), A(s)]ds
Next, we define the approximate solution to (1.2) as
• Q[T.} :=  Simplify^![T] - ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
In order to find the fundamental solution, that is, the solution <&(f) for (3.1), we 
need to exponentiate fl[t], Mathematica calculates the exact numerical exponential 
of a matrix by Jordan decomposition methods. Specifically, the line is,
• =  MatrixExp[D[T]]
Now, at this point in the code, it is helpful to enter various functions and values 
that will be useful when trying to verify the accuracy of the solution. One value that 
helps is in setting a name to the identity matrix the size of the system (the simplest 
cases considered are of size 2x2). Here it’s referred to as
• ID =  IdentityMatrix[2]
A necessary part, though seemingly unrelated section of the code is the definition 
of a norm for a given matrix. With a given norm, we have the ability to associate 
a non-negative real number with a given matrix, in some sense giving the ’size’ or 
’distance from zero’ for a specified input. The simplest norm to use and to compute 
with is the Frobenius norm given by
• normjr[rr_] :=  (Tr[rr.Transpose[rr]])3
Following the creation and construction of $  and T T, the analytic fundamental 
and adjoint fundamental solutions respectively, we are able to calculate the relative 
error for the approximate fundamental solution Our two choices to calculate the 
relative error are:
• Method 1) Relative error =  | =  ~ l\\ =norm.F — /]
• Method 2) Relative error =  ^jfrjj*1 =
In the examples of section (7), we note where we used which relative error.
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